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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Pub Date :2003-08-01 Publisher: basic information
about the title of the Shanghai foreign teachers: one of the English curriculum standard six
Wuthering Heights Price: 5 yuan Author: Bronte book. (British) Cornish rewrite the. Liu Siyuan
comment Press: Shanghai foreign teachers Publication Date :2003-08-01ISBN: 9787810807265
Words: Page: Revision: Binding: Folio: Product ID: Wing Garden: 300.503 Shanghai teacher Editor's
Choice Emily Bronte was born in 1818 in the north of England grams of Howard Adams town. She
and her sister Charlotte Bronte are 19th-century British women writers influential. Emily mother
died young. and his father is a poor priest. As a poor family. Emily went to school at a charity school.
But Emily childhood like reading and writing. there is a strong interest in literature and art. In
particular. she prefer the mysterious novels and drama with a the grotesque theme or fantasy
composition. Emily was a livelihood and done tutor. suffered many humiliations and snubbed
during this period. In 1846 she and her sister Charlotte. sister Anne. published a collection of
poems. Wuthering Heights is only a fiction. the story...
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Reviews
It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life span will likely be enhance once you
total reading this article publication.
-- Russ Mueller
A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Margie Jaskolski
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